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This invention relates to ri?e and other types of shoul~ 
der ?rearm racks and refers more particularly to a port 
able, knock-down, gun rack readily adaptable for both 
car seat and wall mounting and to which extra gun 
mounting units may be vadded for the substantially hori 
zontal mounting of one or a plurality of shoulder ?re 
arms. 

Mounting racks for shoulder ?rearms are, of course, 
well known. However, these conventional gun racks 
commonly lack a number of features which would make 
for greatly increased convenience and usefulness. Thus, 
there is presently available no single gun rack unit adapt 
able simultaneously both towa'll mountings for winter 
storage of guns and to automobiles for transport thereof. 
Such conventional racks are also not readily reversible 
in position on such walls or car seats. Additionally, such 
conventional gun vracks are not readily transposable from 
the wall storage position to the car transport position 
without modi?cation. Furthermore, such conventional 
racks are ‘not readily adapted to the addition of extra 
gun mounting units to the basic rack structure without 
weakening the existing structure or addingto the presently 
available wall or seat basic support. Additionally, any 
car gun racks now available ate not readilyadap-table to 
any and all types of car seats. _ 

Therefore, an object of the ‘present invention is to 
provide a unitary, gun holding unit simultaneously readily 
adaptable for both wall storage and car transport of 
shoulder ?rearms. , 

Another object of the present invention is to provide 
a knock-down gun rack which is readily reversible in 
position either in wall storage position or mounted on a 
car seat. , . 

A further object of the present invention is to provide 
a gun mounting unit readily transposable from wall stor 
age of ?rearms to automotive transport without removal 
of guns therefrom or readjustment of guns therein.‘ , 

Still another object of ‘the presen'trinvention is to pro 
vide a knock-down portable gun rack‘ and rack base 
combination to which extra gun mount storage units 
may be readily added without weakening the rack sup 
porting structure or adding to the fundamental rack base 
structure. 

Another object of the present invention ‘is to provide 
a portable knock-down automobile ?rearm rack and rack 
base as'scm‘bly readily adaptable to mounting on any and 
all types of car seats‘ without further modi?cation. 
Another object of the present invention to provide 

a knock-down gun rack and rack base assembly adaptable 
.for automobile transport of guns which will hold said 
?rearms safely independent of any motion of the car, 
thereby providing amarked safety factor in case of a car 
accident. 
Another object of the present invention .is to provide 

knock-down gun ‘rack and rack base assemblies for wall 
or car mounting ‘which will maintain the barrel .of the 
gun .in a position substantially parallel to the floor of 
the room or car, protect the surface of ‘the gun .while 
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2 
mounted in the rack, permit easy and safe mounting and 
removal of the ?rearms from the rack, can be easily 
and conveniently made to ?t any shoulder ?rearm or be 
readily adapted thereto, and which is cheap to manufac 
ture, durable, strong and stable, and has a long opera 
tional life under heavy use. ‘ 

Other objects and features will appear in the course 
of the following description of the invention: 

In the drawings, which form a part of the speci?ca 
tion and are to be read in conjunction therewith, like 
numerals are employed to designate like parts in the 
various views. 

Fig. l is a perspective view of the car seat form of 
the inventive gun back and rack base assembly as mount 
ed on the back of the front seat of a car with shoulder 
?rearms shown in dotted lines. 

Fig. 2 is a view taken along the lines 2-—2 of Fig. 1 
in the direction of the arrows with parts omitted between 
the broken lines of Fig. 2 and a secondary position of a 
part shown in full lines shown in dotted lines. 

Fig. 3 is a view taken along the lines 3-3 of Fig. 2 
in the direction of the arrows. 

Fig. 4 is a view taken along the lines 4—4 of Fig. 1 
in the direction of the arrowswith a secondary position 
of va part shown in full lines shown in dotted lines. 

Fig. 5 is a side viewgwith parts in section of the wall 
‘mount ‘form of the inventive gun rack and rack base as 
sembly. 1 , 

‘In the drawings,‘ Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the 
car rack and rack base assemblyv as removably mounted 
on the back of an automobile seat. Fig. 5 shows a .wall 
rack and rack base assembly removably mounted on a 
wall. The car rack assembly modi?cation will be de 
scribed ?rst, it being understood that the basic invention 
includes both the car and wall mountings. . 

Referring to the ?gures, car. rack base ‘10 is preferably 
formed ‘from arsingle metallic strip of resilient strong 
metal such as steel. Base 10 hasupper vseat grip, 11 
which is‘ contoured to ?t over and grasp the- top ofan 
automobile seat 12. Buffer 13, of felt, rubber or other 
suitable material serves to protect the car seat and is 
cemented or otherwise suitablyatta‘ched to upper seat 
grip 11. It should be noted that two car rack bases 
10 are employed in the automobile rack mounting and 
that the structure of each bracket base‘ It) is identical 
with the other. The numeral 14 designates a plurality 
of raised head rivets which are positioned at regular 
intervals along the length of car rack base 10 and are 
rigidly'?xed thereto. The number and spacing of said 
rivets are not critical but, preferably, at least two raised 
head rivets are, employed per gun mount unit. Car rack 
base 10 runs essentially perpendicularly to the car ?oo'r 
down ‘from the top of the car seat 12. Angle piece of 
spacer ‘15 is formed in rack base 10 near its lower ex 
tremity to brace against’ the backof the car seat to 
insure vertical positioning. Spring ‘hook receiving holes 
16 are formed in the lower arm ‘of anglep'iece 15, Buf 
for 17, of protective felt or rubber, is ?xedly attached 
to the face of angle piece 15 which abuts the back of the 
car‘seat. Angle piece 15 is formed in the interval between 
two regularly spacediivets 14 so' as not to disturb the 
symmetrical positioning thereof. Rack base It) ends 
above contact with the automobile ?oor. Car seat lower 
gripping hook ‘18 (shown in Fig. 2)’ serves to anchor the 
lower end 'of rack base 10 to‘ the bottom of the car seat. 
Hook 18 is constructed ‘so as to be applicable to both 
split back (shown) and solid back car seats. Thus, 
gripping book 18 has end ‘hook 18a, center ‘cup ‘185, 
spring gripping holes ‘1186 in center-cup 187;’ and spring 
gripping hole at the end of the hook, 18d. Tension 
spring 19 connects angle piece 15 and "gripping hook 
18. Spring 19 is of any required tension su'?icient' to 



_extension arm and the loop portion. 
‘45 forms outer convex portion 46 of the barrel receiving 

rack, and greater stability of the entire 
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solidly anchor the car rack base against the back of the 
car seat in view of the total weight of rack and ?rearms 
to be carried. . 
The gun stock receiving bracket which is to be‘ attached 

to rack base 10 comprisesa shaped metallic strip'p'refer 
ably of the same character as the rack base and is best 
‘seen to the left in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2.- .The stock re 

receiving perforations 21 formed therein at regular inter 
vals to receive rivets 14. Extension arms 22 .are of 
equal length and have bolt holes 23 formed therein to 
enable a plurality of the stock receiving brackets to be 
‘?xedly connected or coupled together as a unit. The 
:outer arms are formed to produce a gun stock receiving 
loop. Upper outer arm 24 forms inner concave (rela 
tive base arm 20) portion 25 of the loop and has ter 
minal extension 26 below loop portion 25. Clip slip 
l?tting piece 27 is positioned on upper arm 24 above loop 
portion 25. The outer concave face of loop portion 25 
is felted or padded as shown at 28. Rivet holes 29 are 
formed in terminal portion 26 below loop portion 25. 
Lower outer arm 30 is formed to produce the outer 
convex portion of stock receiving loop 31 and has exten 
sion termination 32 above loop portion 31 for engagement 
‘by slip ?t 27. Rivet holes 33 are formed in arm 30 
below convex portion 31 to receive rivets 34 which ?x 
edly join the two outer arms 24 and 30. Lower arm 30, 
when free of slip ?t 27, is resilient outwardly to readily 
receive the stock of a ?rearm as shown ‘in dotted lines 
in Fig. 2. The inner face of loop portion 31 on lower 
varm 30 is felted as at 35 to protect a gun stock. It 
should be noted that the structure of the lower and upper 
arms 24 and 30 could be interchanged to produce an 
‘essentially equivalent stock receiving loop. 

The barrel receiving bracket is formed from a metallic 
strip similar in character to that forming the stock re 
ceiving bracket and is best seen in Fig. 4 and to the right 
in Fig. 1. Base arm 36 has regularly spaced key hole 
rivet receivers 37 formed therein. Extension arms 38 
have bolt holes 39 formed therein whereby a plurality of 
barrel receiving brackets may be ?xedly joined together 
to form a unit, if desired. The outer arms of the barrel 
receiving bracket are formed to produce a barrel receiv 
ing loop. Upper outer arm 40 has inner concave portion 
41 of the barrel receiving loop formed therein and ter 
minal extension 42. Shock absorbing material 43 is ?x 
edly attached to concave portion 41. Slip ?tting piece 
44 is positioned upon upper outer arm 40 between the 

Lower outer arm 

loop and has terminal extension 47 thereabove to receive 
slip ?t piece 44. Shock absorbing felt or rubber 48 is 
fastened to convex portion 46. As is seen in Fig. 4 in 
dotted lines, upper outer arm 40 is movable inwardly 
‘to more readily permit insertion of the barrel of a ?re 
arm. As is the case in the stock receiving bracket, the 
structure of the outer arms could be interchanged while 
producing an equivalent barrel loop receiver. It is evi 
dent that the “barrel” receiving loop may be constructed 
to receive any portion of the entire barrel assembly. 

In comparing the stock receiving bracket and the barrel 
receiving bracket, it should be noted that the stock re 
ceiving portion is positioned higher on the bracket than 
the barrel receiving portion. This is due to the general 
structure of shoulder ?rearms which elevates the barrel 
above the top of the stock as clearly seen in Fig. 1. 
The adjustment of the loops relative one another permits 
mounting of ?rearms with same, their barrels parallel 
the ground. Construction of the stock and barrel receiv 
ing brackets so that the barrel is carried parallel to"the 
ground provides better weight balance, a more attractive 

rack when the guns 
are in position. ' . ' ' ' ' 

It should also be noted that the stock receiving bracket 
and the barrel receiving‘bracket may be constructed with 
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the gun receiving loops in any desired size, depending 
upon the type of gun, or capable of adjustment, and, 
additionally, in the present instance, should a different 
type of shoulder ?rearm be desired to be carried in any 
individual rack, wadding may be added to insure a tight ?t. 
A form of stock and barrel receiving bracket is also 

contemplated wherein the bracket comprises merely a 
closed metallic strip rectangle with spring clips of the 
appropriate size mounted thereupon in proper spatial 
juxtaposition. 

Spacers 49 and 50 are employed to form a complete, 
rigid bracket structure and join the barrel and stock re 
ceiving brackets. If only a single gun mount unit is 
desired, the spacers will be attached at the top and bot 
tom of a single pair of brackets. If, however, a plu 
rality of stock receiving and a plurality of barrel receiving 
brackets are each bolted together to form a single unit, 
the spacers are applied to the top and bottom extension 
arms of the top and bottom brackets in each unit. 
Spacers 49 and 50 are attached to the brackets by any 
conventional connectors such as bolts 51 and nuts 52. 
The length of the spacers is, of course, determined by 
the available barrel area of the gun and the exigencies 
of comfort for the passengers in an automobile. In wall 
mounting of the stock and barrel receiving brackets the 
length of the spacers may well be determined by the avail 
able wall joists if a single wall and car unit is not em 
ployed. By grasping the top spacer and pulling upwardly 
and then outwardly the entire bracket unit, together with 
the ri?es, may be detached from the car rack base for 
convenient carrying and handling. Similarly, in reverse 
operation, the bracket assembly may be mounted upon the 
car rack base 10. 

Fig. 5 shows a barrel receiving bracket in position on 
a wall mount. The wall rack base 53 is preferably 
formed of a metallic strip and has a plurality of raised 
head rivets 54 ?xedly attached at regular intervals thereto. 
Holes 55 for screws or other wall fastening means are 
also provided, spaced from the rivets. The wall rack 
base may be constructed as the car seat rack base with 
a plurality of sets of rivets to receive a plurality of key 
hole slots if a multiple gun mount is desired. However, 
a pair of wall rack bases with a single set of rivets apiece 
shown in Fig. 5, if adequately attached to a wall, will 
support a plurality of such bracket units ?xedly attached 
together. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that this invention 

is one well adapted to attain all of the ends and objects 
hereinabove set forth together with other advantages and 
which are obvious and which are inherent to the struc 
ture. 

I It will be understood that certain features and sub 
combinations are of utility and may be employed without 
reference to other features and subcombinations. This is 
contemplated by and is within the scope of the claims. 
As many possible embodiments may be made of the 

invention without departing from the scope thereof, it 
is to be understood that all matter herein set forth or 
shown in the accompanying drawing is to be interpreted 
as illustrative and not in a limiting sense. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. A portable knock-down gun rack comprising a gun 

barrel receiving bracket having a gun barrel receiving 
loop, a ‘gun stock receiving bracket having a gun stock 
receiving loop, each bracket comprising a material strip 
formed to substantially rectangular shape in side view, 
‘the front ‘sides of said rectangles having inner and outer 
overlapping free arms, the inner overlapping arms of 
vsaid front sides formed concave relative the back sides 
of said brackets, the outer overlapping arms of said 
brackets formed convex relative the back sides of said 
‘brackets, whereby when the overlapping inner and outer 
arms contact one another, a stock receiving loop is pro 
iduced on the stock receiving bracket and a barrel re 
ceiving loop is produced on the barrel receiving bracket, 
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means positioned on at least one of the overlapping arms 
of each of said brackets between the formed and con 
tinuous portions thereof engageable and disengageable 
with the terminal portions of the other overlapping arms 
whereby to open and close the loops, and means cooperat 
ing with the back sides of each of said brackets for sep 
arately mounting said two brackets on a surface relative 
one another. 

2. A portable knockadown gun rack as in claim 1 
wherein the engaging and disengaging means for the free 
arms of the brackets comprise circumferential slip- ?t 
clips. ' 

3. A portable knock-down gun rack as in claim 1 
wherein the front and back sides of the rectangles are of 
greater length than the intermediate sides therebetween. 

4. Alportable knockddown gun rack as in claim 1 
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including means cooperating with at least one interme 
diate side of each bracket whereby each bracket is join 
abil‘e with another like bracket to form a plural gun rack. 

5. A portable knock-down gun rack as in claim 1 
including means cooperating with at least one interme 
diate side of each bracket whereby to rigidly space the 
brackets relative one another. 
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